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School chapels I 
The Liberty Champion editorial addresses 
he possibility of school chapels. See Page 2. 
Festival of fun 
Kaleidoscope '90 offers a variety of local, 
inexpensive activities. See Page 4. 
Rolling Flames 
The LU Flames moved to 3-0 by defeating 
SW Texas 35-22. See Page 6. 
The Liberty Champion 
Liberty University, Lynchburg, Va. 
Davis does not 
foresee break 
extension 
By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY 
Campus News Editor 
TheLU executive board of directors 
decided to shorten Thanksgiving break 
last spring, and the situation is now 
outof the hands of President A. Pierre 
Guillermin, Paul Davis, president of 
the Student Government Association, 
said. 
Davis said the board decided to 
shorten break because the semester 
was shortened a few years ago. "The 
semester used to end in January, and 
Thanksgiving break was lOdayslong 
to serve as a long break," Davis said. 
"But then the semester was shortened 
to end in December, and Thanksgiv-
ing break was never changed." 
The change was made in order to 
bring Liberty back in line with other 
institutions, Davis said. This year's 
schedule is now set, and because of 
the requirements of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools, 
the University cannot add any days to 
Thanksgiving break. 
Davis said there was also concern 
expressed about sending students 
home for 10 days and then bringing 
them back just for finals. Many par-
ents felt this was a burdensome ex-
pense since Christmas break, one full 
month, was only a week later. 
"I don't like it," Davis said. "I can't 
go home for Thanksgiving break. But 
it won't change this year and I don't 
think it will be changed next year." 
Dr. Guillermin is aware of student's 
opinions on the matter and he is 
sympathetic, the SGA president said. 
"We have close to 1,200 letters from 
students expressing their views on 
this situation," he said. "Dr. Guiller-
min is aware of it and has expressed 
those views to the board." 
Davis said Thanksgiving break 
should have been shortened when the 
semester was shortened but for vari-
ous reasons was not. 
"Students sort of got used to Uiat 
luxury (a long Thanksgiving break)," 
Davis said. "Everyone wants Thanks-
giving break restored, but realistically, 
I don't think it will happen." 
Nursing students were honored last Thursday with a ribboning cere-
mony at Thomas Road Baptist Church. 
photo by Julie Beutler 
Missions emphasis 
features LU grads 
By KERI BURNS 
Champion Reporter 
The United States holds six percent 
of the world's population and 90 
percent of the Christian workersthat 
leaves 10 percent of the workers to 
minister to 94 percent of the world, 
Dr. Larry Haag, director of the Center 
for World Missions, said. 
The ninth annual World Impact 
conference, featuring guest mission-
ary speakers, begins Sept. 23. "This is 
the highlight of the year for a lot of 
people at Liberty," Haag said. 
"Our goal is to motivate and en-
courage Christians to get involved in 
reaching the world," Rob Jackson, 
campus pastor, said. 
The conference will begin in the 
evening service Sunday with special 
speaker Don Richardson, missionary 
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The contemporary Christian music group, the Imperials, performed in LU"s Multi-Purpose Building last Saturday evening. The performance 
was thier third in as many years at LU. Pictured (L-R) are David Robertson, Dave Will, Jonathan Hildreth and Armond Morales. 
photo by Jeff Smith 
Imperials settle into own sound 
By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY 
Campus News Editor 
The Imperials, one of gospel 
music's premiere groups, performed 
atLiberty University Sept. 15. Before 
their show, group founder Armond 
Morales talked about life on the road 
The Imperials are in the last leg of 
this year's concert schedule, Morales 
said. They will tour until the end of 
December and then do a New Year's 
Eve concert in Toledo, Ohio. 
Unlike most Christian groups, The 
Imperials tour all year long, perform-
ing an average of three concerts a 
week and then returning home on 
weekends. 
"Most groups will tour for eight 
weeks and then take a couple months 
off," Morales said. "But we've tried 
all that. We've tried just about every 
combination to see what works best 
for us. This way I'm home every 
week." 
Morales said the schedule is easy 
to deal widi because the trips are short 
and wives are always welcome to 
travel with us." 
"I'll probably be home in church 
tomorrow night," Morales said. "I 
plan it that way because I don't want 
my wife or my children or my dog to 
be alone for too long." 
While they are traveling, Morales 
said the group stays comfortable in 
the tour bus. "It's very comfortable, 
but you have to get used to it," he said. 
"You can't have motion sickness 
though. It's a way of life for us, and 
the only way to work is to go to the 
people." 
Of their many stops, Liberty is 
considered to be one of the best for the 
group. Morales said he expected great 
things from the concert. 
"I love Liberty a lot," Morales said. 
"So tonight should be a major high-
light for us." 
When the show is over, the group 
members still have to maintain the 
same chemistry offstage as they do 
onstage. According to Morales, that 
is not always easy. "Once in awhile 
everybody has some sort of problem, 
but it's my job as group leader to deal 
with things like that," Morales said. 
Morales said a good sense of humor 
always helps keep things loose during 
the long grind of touring. 
"Band members are great for being 
jesters," Morales said. "The younger 
band members are, the more of a 
jester they are." 
Although they have lasted 26 years, 
Morales said there have been times 
when the sense of humor faded and 
things looked bleak. 
"The wear and tear of touring gets 
to you sometimes," Morales said. 
"There have been times when the 
group hasn't supported itself finan-
cially and we were ready to give it up. 
B ut the drive the Lord gave me won' t 
let me quit. Too many lives are af-
fected by what we do." 
Morales said the group will begin 
looking for material for a new album 
sometime in December. 
The group's sound, which has 
moved away from rock towards a 
more rhythm-and-blues style, will 
remain the same. 
"We're very happy with the sound 
of the group right now," Morales 
said. "I think when Jimmy Lee and 
Ron Hemby (two former members) 
left, we moved away from the rock-
oriented sound. What we really want 
is a good song with a solid message." 
"That's what Christian music is all 
about," Morales added. 
"It should uplift people and point 
them to a message that will help 
them spiritually and cause them to 
say, 'Hey, I really like walking with 
God.' That's our job." 
City council members blast feds, 
state over new energy regulations 
from Irianjaya. Richardson is also the 
author of Peace Child and Eternity 
in Their Hearts. He will also speak 
in the 6 p.m. service at Thomas Road 
Baptist Church. 
Representatives from 20 missions 
organizations will have displays in 
DeMoss throughout the week. "We 
encourage students to circulate among 
the displays and to get acquainted 
with missionaries and their agencies," 
Haag said, "This is an informal way 
for the students to talk with experi-
enced people." 
Richardson will address the stu-
dent body in the regular chapel meet-
ing while Richard Lewis, from Kenya, 
will speak in the seminary chapel. A 
reception is being held for all mis-
See Missions, Page 4 
By CURT W.OLSON and 
DAVE DENTEL 
Lynchburg City Council members 
lambasted Richmond and Washing-
ton, D.C. last week over financial 
burdens inflicted upon city residents 
becauseof new federal environmental 
regulations. 
The council grudgingly, but unani-
mously approved, 6-0, the issuing of 
$28 million in public bonds for up-
grading Lynchburg's sewer system. 
Councilwoman Joan McCallum 
said, 'This mandate (for the upgrade) 
comes not by the state but by the En-
vironmental Protection Agency 
through Richmond." 
Councilman Julian Adams said, 
"We'll be forced to vote for this, but 
I don't know what else we can do." 
"This is very serious," Adams said, 
'These programs are going to cost 
citizens of Lynchburg a great deal of 
money." 
During the discussion MacCallum 
and Adams painted a bleak picture for 
the future of the city. 
MacCallum stated that during the 
next 20 years, Lynchburg residents 
will be forced to pay $ 150 million for 
projects in the sewer and landfill ar-
eas of the city. 
"There isn't anyway this commu-
nity can foot $ 150 million in 20 or 30 
years for one project," she said. 
Adams quipped, "Please, Guys, 
(pointing to legislators in Richmond) 
go easy on us for a while." 
MacCallum stated, "We need 75 
percent funding by the state and the 
federal government just to meet their 
goals." Exact figure of federal and 
state aid was unavailable at press time. 
Adams said by phone interview that 
Lynchburg was one of the first cities 
in the country to operate municipal 
utilities. "The federal and state gov-
ernments are now asking us to up-
grade our sewage disposal system 
because it no longer meets their re-
quirements. The problem is that they 
asked us to upgrade the system, but 
they have not provided the funding 
for a city as old as ours to cover the 
cost." 
Adams stated during the council 
session that city residents are going to 
have to do their part by having com-
posts piles for leaves, weeds and 
vegetables. Also, he stated that recy-
cling is down the road. 
MacCallum admitted, "We need to 
leam to deal with our trash." 
In a related issue, council members 
were concerned that the 1990 Census 
accurately reveals Lynchburg's popu-
lation because the number of federal 
and stale dollars Lynchburg will re-
ceive federally mandated projects. 
The final Census total will show 
how many people live in Lynchburg 
and will further help the city deter-
mine the tax base for city expendi-
tures. However, council members 
believe that suburbs to the city should 
be included. 
Councilman Joseph Freeman 
showed particular concern with the 
fact that Forest Va., the fastest grow-
ing community in Virginia, is not 
considered part of Lynchburg, but 
part of Bedford County. 
Freeman said, "Forest is a suburb 
ofLynchburg, and it should be counted 
as such." 
Freeman blamed the federal gov-
See Council, Page 5 
God Bless 
Day 41 
The Liberty Champion joins the millions of Americans who are 
praying and hoping for the safe return oflhe more than 100,000 military 
personnel and the more than 3,000 Americans who are "guests" of Iraqi 
dictator Saddam Hussein. We ask the LU family to join us until all 
Americans are safe on American soil. 
People are requested to write to the men and women serving in Saudi 
Arabia by writing: 
Any Service Member (Army) Any Service Member (Navy) 
APO Fleet P.O. 
NY 09848-0006 NY 09866-0006 
i 
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Editorial 
"...Where the spirit of the 
Lord is, there is Liberty." 
II Corinthians 3:17 
School chapels 
cater closely 
to student needs 
It's a Monday and regular chapel has been traded in for a 
monthly class chapel meeting. The structure of chapel 
gives way to a more relaxed and personal atmosphere as 
people are allowed to fit into a niche for a short while. 
Although the basic underlying thought behind class chap-
els is a good idea, it still falls short of achieving the 
proposed goals. 
After all, what is the basic premise of class chapels? A 
chance to become a person rather than a nameless face in 
the crowd. Maybe the opportunity to actually participate. 
To meet people with whom you have something in com-
mon. To sit back and feel like a useful part of the system 
rather than some non-descript and dispensable part. And 
to receive the latest pertinent news and announcements. 
However, while the basic concept of class chapels is a 
nice idea and does achieve several worthy purposes, sev-
eral flaws exist in the system. 
First of all, stop to consider how many people you know 
who are actually members of your class. Now figure out 
how many of your friends aren't really classmates, but are 
in your major or at least in your school. Chances are very 
good that the latter is the larger of the two. Now, again, 
stop to consider which of the two groups you have more in 
common with. The answer should almost definitely be the 
latter this time. 
Face it, you may have nothing whatsoever in common 
with the rest of the juniors on this campus other than the 
fact you will join in Commencement exercises with them. 
But, as an education major, you can probably find some 
common territory with other education majors be they 
freshmen or seniors. -
Another problem with class chapels is that while they are * 
often fun and refreshing, they are usually not as relevant or 
applicable as they could be to all in attendance, because 
they are still aimed at an audience with a broad scope of 
interest. While a speaker who gives a message on "How to 
Serve God in Northern Africa" may be fascinating, he is 
not particularly relevant to the communications student 
who plans to live in New York. 
Wouldn't it be much more useful and alive for this* 
student to learn "How to Serve God Through the Broad-
cast Media" or "How to Use Telecommunications to Share 
Your Faith?" This would give the student something he 
can actually put into practice, not just appreciate. 
Furthermore, professors or academic deans could speak 
in their respective chapels and allow students to get to 
know them outside of the classroom setting. It is probable 
that this would develop a unity which is essentially unat-
tainable in the class chapel set-up because of the wide 
range of interests and career goals gathered under one roof. 
Of course, having school vs. class chapels also has a few 
drawbacks, such as where to place students who have yet 
to decide upon their particular course of study. But school 
chapels would provide these students with an opportunity 
to check into the programs in which they may be inter-
ested. It would provide a chance to hob-nob with students 
who are finishing up their studies and benefit from the 
older students' experiences. 
Most students would agree that class chapels offer a wel-
come break every once in a while from the main chapel 
setting, but they could stand some improvement to make 
them even more interesting and more pertinent to individ-
ual students' lives. 
Altering the system to create school chapels rather than 
the class chapels now in existence would provide students 
with the individual spiritual touch that they need and help 
them in the academic realm as well. 
Liberty Forum Policies 
The Liberty Champion wel-
comes members of the Liberty 
community to submit letters to 
the editor on any subject. 
Letters should not exceed 300 
words and must be signed. The 
Champion asks that all letters 
be typed. 
All material submitted to the 
Liberty Champion becomes 
the property of the Champion. 
The Liberty Champion 
reserves the right to accept, re-
ject or edit any letter received, 
according to the policies of 
the Liberty Champion. 
The deadline for all letters 
is 6 p.m. Thursday. 
Please address all letters to 
"Editor, Liberty Champion" 
and drop them off in DH 109 
or Box 21247. 
gpjJ Forum 
Congratulations to the approximately 300 LU students who participated in the Third Annual Walk-a-
Thon from in front of DeMoss Hall to Camp Hideaway last Friday. Chancellor Jerry Falwell was on hand 
to satrt the walk at 1:30 p.m. The money raised will be used for SGA projects, including a campus shuttle, 
a computer laboratory and special missions projects. photo by s*venwrigw 
• • - ' - - ' • • • - • • ' — 
Sneaking into the Movies 
• - - I • M i l , 
Sea aliens 'captivate' audience 
If you 're going to borrow from other 
movies to make a new movie, then 
you might as well borrow from the 
best. At least that seems to be the 
attitude of director James Cameron 
in his movie, "The Abyss." 
Undertones of several movies, in-
cluding "2001: A Space Odyssey," 
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind," 
and "Aliens" (which, incidentally, 
Cameron directed), can be seen in 
this film. However, despite the simi-
larities to those successful movies, 
"The Abyss" still has enough origi-
nality and excitement to make it a 
captivating film. 
The story begins when an Ameri-
can nuclear submarine becomes in-
capacitated. A team of underwater 
DOUGLAS R. 
DEMPSEY 
Campus news editor 
oil drillers, led by the gritty Bud Brig-
man (Ed Harris) and Lieutenant Cof-
fee (Michael Biehn in a switch from 
his good-guy roles in "Aliens" and 
"The Terminator") of a Navy SEAL 
team, is called upon to aid in a rescue 
attempt. 
When the rescue team enters the 
downed sub to look for survivors, 
they discover instead a submerged 
graveyard. The submarine resembles 
an underwater haunted house com-
plete with corpses, spiders and a few 
TOP TEN COUNTDOWN* 
* 
By Kathleen Donohue 
Feature/Opinion Editor 
Things upperclassmen say 
to freshmen 
10. The Liberty Way offers some practical sugges-
tions you may want to follow. 
9. Whenever you get hungry, feel free to just wander 
into the cafeteria and ask for something to eat. 
8. That pink slip under your windshield wiper is just 
Security's way of welcoming you to LU. 
7. Sure, anybody can go in the girls dorms. 
6. If the high for the day is above 75 degrees, you can 
wear shorts to class. 
5. The supervisors like it when you stop by their 
apartments just to chat for awhile. 
4. RH stands for Radisson Hotel — there's a bus 
leaving in about 10 minutes. 
3. That big dome-shaped building is the new library— 
we just have too many books for the old one. 
2. If you're too tired to go to chapel just leave a note 
on your door that says, "I'm too tired to go to chapel." 
1. If it was mailed Saturday, you should get it by 
Monday, Tuesday at the latest. 
« « . « « « « « * « « « « « 
other macabre surprises. 
Meanwhile, an approaching hurri-
cane is wreaking havoc on their sup-
port ship above. Eventually, the storm 
becomes so violent, the underwater 
team has to disconnect from its top-
side anchor. 
The situation is complicated be-
cause the SEAL team has taken the 
mini-sub which is needed to discon-
nect. As a result, the rig is nearly 
destroyed as it is dragged to the rim 
of the abyss. 
Stranded, cut off from the surface 
and running out of oxygen, the oil 
drillers encounter some Unidentified 
Aquatic Life Forms. 
The SEAL team is convinced that 
their underwater visitors are Russians, 
while the crew members believe 
they have found some oceanic ver-
sion of "E.T." But nobody is really 
sure of anything. 
As a whole, "The Abyss" resembles 
"Close Encounters" with a new twist: 
it's all underwater. In fact, with all 
due respect to Jacques Cousteau, "The 
Abyss" has some of the most spec-
tacular underwater footage ever 
filmed. 
One example is a scene in which 
Brigman and his wife, Lyndsay (who 
designed the underwater drilling rig), 
attempt to escape from a flooding 
mini-sub which is stranded beyond 
reach of the main rig. Their escape 
plan is one of the most original and 
chilling ideas to pop up in a film in a 
long time. 
Trust me, you definitely don't want 
to try this one at home. 
"The Abyss" also features a unique 
breathing contraption. Initially tested 
on a crew member's pet rat, this nifty 
little device eventually plays a major 
role in the movie. Watching it is fas-
cinating. Even though you know in 
the back of your mind that it is only 
special effects, you can't help but be 
amazed. 
If you're looking for some enter-
tainment this weekend, make sure you 
stop by David's Place and dive into 
"The Abyss." 
Students should 
control DH TVs 
Editor, 
I am writing this letter to address a 
situation which, to me, is somewhat 
upsetting. I suppose I should begin 
by first asking the question, which is: 
Why were plastic barriers placed over 
the volume and channel switches on 
the television sets in DeMoss Hall? 
Not knowing which person in the 
upper echelon of TV-dom is in charge 
of such matters, I thought I would 
just air this question using this fo-
rum, hoping that this individual would 
have the chance to read my letter. 
Even if he doesn't, maybe someone 
will bring it to his attention. 
Let me, in the meanwhile, discuss 
the possibilities of why this atrocity 
has occurred. The first thing that 
comes to mind — or empty head if 
you've viewed some of the programs 
on the TVs — is that possibly Lyn-
chburg Cablevision is not installed 
here on campus. 
This is unfortunate if it is true be-
cause there is a wide variety of qual-
ity programs on cable such as: CNN, 
ESPN, Arts & Entertainment, Dis-
covery, The Comedy Channel (which 
takes care of the censorship of lan-
guage) and the list goes on. Ca-
blevision has options so that one can 
get installation without HBO or Cine-
max if one chooses. 
Another possibility is that the school 
wants to install Cablevision, but the 
cablecompany won'tcooperate, which 
is understandable. Thus, this would 
leave the student body subject to the 
two or three channels which play con-
tinuously on the sets in DeMoss. 
This, too, would be fine if we, the 
students, were given the option of 
turning the volume down or turning 
the sets off. But, alas, we can't get to 
the selectors and the sound has been 
pumped through the speakers so even 
if we're not watching, we're being 
subjected to the sound. 
So, in conclusion, if anyone else 
has a comment, rebuttal or any other 
form of response, please, write your 
own letter to the editor. 
D. Tug Chamberlin 
Conjunctivitis 
on rise at Liberty 
Editor, 
A number of students have come to 
Health Services during the past week 
with a complaint of "pink eye." The 
symptoms are redness or pain and a 
watery discharge. 
"Pink eye," or conjunctivitis, may 
arise for a wide variety of reasons 
such as: chemicals, trauma, contact 
lenses, viruses, bacteria, allergies, etc. 
A history of clinical setting helps sort 
out the causes. The clustering of 
cases currently being seen at Liberty 
suggests an infectious origin. 
Infectious conjunctivitis can spread 
rapidly from person to person either 
by direct contact or indirectly via in-
animate objects such as door knobs. 
The transmission of this disease can, 
however, be halted by simple hygiene. 
See Forum, Page 3 
Answers, Please By the Champion Staff 
We asked students: 
What do you like best about being 
at Liberty University? 
"The stu-
dents. Every-
one has the 
same high 
standards." 
"There is a | 
wide variety 
of girls here." 
"The people 
and Christian 
environment. 
I feel like a 
part of a big 
family here." 
Scott Main; 
Rochester, N.Y. 
Todd Walton; 
Clearwater, Fla. 
Merry Newton; 
Clarksville, Va. 
"I like the 
freedom." 
"How nice 
all the people 
are. 
"The strong 
C h r i s t i a n 
friends I've 
made." 
Alin Voicu; 
Romania 
Matt Sigel; 
Warfordsburg, Pa. 
Barbara Schickel; 
Bridgewater, Va. 
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Third time's a charm 
Imperials thrill audience with songs from past, present 
By DOUGLAS R.DEMPSEY 
Campus new editor 
The Imperials returned to Liberty 
University for the third time Satur-
day night, and demonstrated exactly 
why they have lasted 26 years. 
The show began with "Big Ball 
Turning," a cut from their latest al-
bum. The audience response was im-
mediate. The near-capacity crowd 
stood and cheered to welcome back 
old friends. 
Then the pace stayed upbeat with 
"In the Promised Land." Next the 
Imps strolled down memory lane with 
— Forum 
"The Trumpet of Jesus." New mem-
ber Jonathan Hildreth handled the lead 
vocals, much to the delight of the 
female members of the audience. 
The pace then slowed a bit with "I 
Just Came to Praise The Lord," a 
song from an earlier Imperial release. 
Hildreth brought the crowd to its feet 
with an electrifying version of "The 
Blood Will Never Lose It's Power." 
The blues-y style of the song proved 
to be a perfect showcase for Hildreth's 
amazing voice. 
"If you don't know where you're 
going when you die, then tonight is 
Continued from Page 2 
Individuals with conjunctivitis should 
take special care to avoid touching 
their eyes in order to prevent con-
tamination of their hands. Contami-
nated hands may spread the disease to 
the opposite eye or to other people. 
Likewise, unaffected persons can 
protect themselves from contracting 
conjunctivitis by avoiding hand-to-
eye contact as a healthy person's hand 
may have become contaminated from 
an inanimate object. 
There is no specific treatment for 
viral conjunctivitis. The bacterial type 
of infectious conjunctivitis responds 
well to antibiotic eye drops. Students 
with "pink-eye" symptoms can re-
ceive treatment through Health Serv-
ices. 
Richard A. Lane, M.D. 
The Liberty Champion 
would like to request that all 
students write to one of the 
addresses on Page 1 to let our 
service men and women sta-
tioned in the Middle East know 
that America remembers them 
and is behind them. 
Help us to support our sol-
diers who are willing to risk 
their lives to restore Ameri-
cans' freedoms. 
Any correspondence re-
ceived from the Middle East 
can be posted on the bulletin 
board directly outside of the 
Journalism lab. Stop by DH 
109 for details. 
the night to get that right," Hildreth 
said after the song. 
Keyboardist Bo Cooper flashed his 
talents with a keyboard solo of classi-
cal music to an upbeat tempo. Next, 
"Free The Fire" and "It's Gonna Be 
All Right," kept the audience on its 
feet and ecstatic. As the deafening 
applause faded away, the group eased 
into "Goin' away," and "It's Raining 
Again," two slower numbers from 
their "Love's Still Changin' Hearts" 
album. 
The Imperials then dug into their 
collection of hits from the 1970s with 
"I'mForgiven." After two more num-
bers from their newest release, David 
Will shared a few thoughts from the 
Bible and led the crowd in a prayer 
for revival at LU. 
Things turned intense again with 
"The Power of God." As the final 
notes faded away, the four perform-
ers left the stage. It was a futile act, 
however, as the crowd demanded more. 
The Imperials obliged with a reprise 
of Tt'sGonnabeAllRight" Then,as 
all good performers do, The Imperi-
als left the audience- satisfied with a 
thrilling performance, yet still hun-
gry for a return visit next year. 
After the show, Hildreth, the young-
est member of the group, commented 
on the response from the LU stu-
dents. "It was great. I loved it," Hil-
dreth said, still out of breath from his 
high energy performance. "Words 
can't describe how I feel right now. I 
grew up listening to the Imperials 
and always dreamed of singing with 
them. God really does give you the 
desires of your heart" 
David Will, a veteran of 14 years, 
was also pleased with the crowd. "The 
crowd was/really up tonight. They 
were even more energetic than last 
year. You could really tell something 
was happening tonight." 
"It's great to be back at Liberty," 
Will said. 'This is a highlight concert 
for us each year." Judging from the 
group's energy and enthusiasm, it 
would appear that The Imperials en-
joy Liberty as much as Liberty en-
joys the Imperials. 
The Imperials did what everyone 
expected. They thrilled the fans, stirred 
the soul, and ministered in their own 
unique way. For those who were at 
the concert, there can be no question 
as to why The Imperials have lasted 
26 years. 
How annoying i 
Unclaimed mail bothers student 
It's Laughable 
Eccentric roommates, peculiar hobbies 
raise questions for curious columnist 
Which came first: roommates or 
their hobbies? This an extremely be-
wildering question for me. It is much 
more confusing than that stupid old 
paradox about thechickenandtheegg. 
Each new school year I amble into 
the dorm expecting to casually greet 
my lucky, new roommates, but when I 
throw the doors open, I find no one. 
All I see are piles...heaps of junk de-
posited by my roomies before they 
went out to search for fun. 
This year was no exception. 
Since digging through their belong-
ings could give me a good idea as to 
their habits and hobbies, and since no 
one else was in sight, I decided I would 
become acquainted with the things 
which would occupy my room more 
than their owners for the next two se-
mesters. 
Here is what I discovered: 
1. Automobile parts: Anyone who 
knows me knows how much I love 
automobile mechanics. I think it ranks 
on my list of favorites somewhere be-
tween electrocution and dying of heat 
stroke. In fact, the only experience 
I' ve ever had with working on cars was 
the time I watched my granddad pour 
Drano into the radiator to clean it out. 
(Don't ever try this, mist me.) 
Needless to say, I was overwhelmed 
with joy to discover that I had a shade-
tree mechanic as a roommate for an 
entire year. 
I was finally able to express my full 
appreciation when I leapt off my top 
bunk at about 5 a.m.one day only to 
gash my foot by a smooth landing on a 
carburetor. Varoom! Varoom! 
2. Winnie the Pooh and Dr. Suess: 
Come on guy! We're college students 
now! ButWinnieeven talks if you jerk 
the little string on the back of his neck. 
"Hi, I'm Winnie. Would you like to 
play?" was all the little, fuzzy thing 
would say. I was disappointed. My 
Pee-Wee Herman doll said more than 
that!!! 
Concerning Dr. Suess, however, I 
must say, "Hey, I like it Sam I Am. I 
really like Green Eggs and Ham." 
3. Military equipment: I won-
dered why no one had wamedmeofthe 
impending security alert. Afterl peered 
under the bed, I just knew there had to 
be a riot nearby. 
Among thearticlesl discovered were 
20 uniforms with helmets and back-
packs, weird-looking littleknives ( I 
think they were supposed to be used to 
hurt people), numb-chucks, dehydrated 
food, a tank, several security advisers, 
and the Pentagon. 
I think that was about everything, 
give or takea few uniforms. 
Then, just when I thought I had 
seen it all, I spotted another big pile in 
the center of the floor. As I rummaged 
through the stuff, I thought to myself, 
"This guy must be a nut!" 
In the heap I found three tennis rack-
ets (one was warped and another had 
no strings), four ancient history 
textbooks, approximately 150 tom-up 
newspapers and sports magazines, bed 
sheets with florescent graffiti all over 
them, a trunk the size and weight of the 
Titanic, and a TEDDY BEAR. 
I considered dismantling the whole 
mess right then and there, but finally I 
said to myself, "I had better meet my 
roommates before I unpack my things." 
Gee, why can't everyone just have 
normal and acceptable hobbies like 
me? 
I am truly sorry to be the one to 
deliver this message of bereavement, 
but I must. Leather Raider, my biker 
roach compadre, has been the victim 
of an unfortunate accident and is not 
with us any longer. In honor of my 
recently departed friend and mentor, 
I have composed the following eu-
logy in his memory. We love you, 
Leather: 
My Friend 
I had a friend while still in school. 
He wasn't a nerd nor was he cool. 
My friend would come out late at 
night; 
He couldn't seem to stand the light. 
He ate a lot, but I didn't care; 
He never wore my underwear. 
We got along extremely well, 
Until he found my roach motel. 
Although the tears are flowing un-
restrained down my face, I know that 
I must press on. Leather would have 
wanted it that way. 
Now that the disease-carrying pest 
is out of the picture, the column is 
once again in my soul possession. 
Consequently, I would like to use 
this literary medium to convey mes-
sages of love, hope, friendship and 
joy. Nah, forget it. No one would buy 
it anyway. I'll just be myself and 
gripe about certain things that utterly 
irk me to the core—things that make 
my teeth fall out and just plain make 
me mad. 
One particular thing that pushes 
me to the slippery edge of sanity can 
be found within the walls of the mighty, 
campus post office. Probably every 
student can relate to and share in my 
annoyance when it comes to the fol-
lowing mail-related pet peeve. 
Here's the deal. After endless min-
utes of pushing and punching my way 
into the post office after chapel, I fi-
nally complete my pilgrimage to my 
personal box. I am then forced to 
linger several more hours smashed 
against the wall while the person with 
the box next to mine tries to open his 
with the locker combination he had 
in high school. 
When I am finally able to success-
fully club my way to my box, I am 
immediately elated at the plethora of 
envelopes and cards in the small 
cubicle. However, my elation is quickly 
destroyed as I sort the mail and find 
that all I have is two call slips, a bill 
and a ticket appeal stamped, "guilty, 
ha, ha." 
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JEFFREY 
SIMMONS 
Staff Columnist 
Completely heartbroken, I shove 
the block of my partner's personal 
letters, magazines and package cards 
back into the mailbox and walk away 
discouraged. 
The next day I repeat the process 
with renewed confidence, only to be 
disappointed again. I receive noth-
ing, while my partner's mail has almost 
doubled. 
I can understand someone going 
two days without picking up his mail; 
but when the days turn into weeks, 
things are definitely out of control. 
To be honest, the guy who shares my 
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AXLE ELECTRONICS 
Car Stereo 
Pioneer • Kenwood • Sanyo • 
Lifetime guaranteed Installation 
Rt. 460 Airport Exit 
Corner of Leesville and Airport Rd. 
239-8707 
Expires 11/30/90 (Not valid with other discounts) 
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>p@oal 
10 Visits 
$29.95 
20 Visits 
$49.95 
Your Total Car 
Care Center 
Hours : 
M-F 8-7 
SAT 8-4 
Oil C h a n g e , L u b e & F i l t e r Wi th P u r c h a s e of 
Complete Engine Tune-up 
t l / l f t f t 6cyl.$39.90 
q> J 4 . V U 4 Cyl. 8 cyl. $44.90 
* Most vehicles, some vans & transverse engines add'l 
INCLUDES: 
* Complete engine analysis 
* Checking fuel and emissions system 
* Measure exhaust emissions 
* Install new plugs 
* Inspect filters, bells and PCV 
* Check and set timing, carburetor and idle 
speed 
* 12,000 miles, 12 month guarantee, whichever 
comes first 
* Standard ignition and additional parts extra 
•Oil Change, Lube and Filter 
•Transmission Service 
•Radiator Flush and Fill 
•Fuel Injection Service 
•Brake Special (Most Vehicles) 
$14.90 reg. $ 2 1 , 9 0 1 
$24.90 reg. $29.90 
$34.90 reg. $39.90 
$39.90 reg. $49.90 
$34.90 per axle 
BACK TO 
SCHOOL SPECIAL 
FREE BRAKE INSPECTION 
LYNCHBURG Phone: 
5620 Mayfield Road 449-7788 
With Uiin coupon. Not valid with any oliici olTciit. Oiler c x p u o IVHrVVO 
9201 Timberlake Road (Behind McDonald's) 
Trained Tanning Consultants 
Hurry! Call now for an appointment! 237-8262 
-LIMITED SPECIAL-
Clean Machine 
Car Wash 
Let's help out with 
LU's scholarship 
fund! 
Clean Machine will 
donate $1.00 to the LU 
Scholarship Fund for 
every 
student who drives 
through 
Aug.29- Oct. 31,1990 
(Student I.D. must be shown) 
2739 Wards Rd.. (804) 237-4403 210 Old Forest Rd.-(804) 385-7807 
box probably doesn't even exist. 
Someone in the mail room obviously 
delights in my pain and takes the time 
and trouble to disillusion me with 
caustic letters of caring addressed to 
a non-existent, nerdy geek. 
If you also seem to be experiencing 
the same postal predicament that I 
am, heed this advice. First, give your 
partner the benefit of the doubt. 
However, if this method fails to stop 
the influx of unclaimed mail, go ahead 
and enjoy the reading material at your 
disposal. 
Granted, you may have absolutely 
no idea who or what the letters and 
cards are about, but you'll make lots 
of new friends and may even end up 
with several boxes of brownies and 
fabric softener before the semester is 
through. 
JLM0&%* 
PALL PCCD 
PESTIVAL 
AND BANE) JAM 
Sept 2 2 - 2 3 
Sat. 7-11pm & Sun. 11am-7pnv 
Ethnic Food Vendors 
Music, Music, Music 
Rock & Roll - Sat. night 
Acoustic - Sun. morning 
Jazz, other - Sun. afternoon 
Country/Bluegrass - Sun. evening 
3cr3 
Community Market, Main at 12th St., Lynchburg, VA 24504 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA! 
r. 
Call us! 
237-7788 
5501 Fort Avenue 
239-3399 
8120 Timberlake Road 
384-7200 
4119-140 Boonsboro Road 
We accept competitors 
coupons! Ask for details. 
$1.00 OFF 
Good for $1.00 Off your 
next 1-item or more 
(medium or large) Pizza 
order. 
Expires: 10/15/90 
VI 
LU 
Valid aipiiliC'PalirnjSlOies (My Ntilvtlia Milti my other uJle' fnce* 
">** wiry Customer pay* salts u» whet applicable Delivery nets 
Imwiei) lo ensure H i t driving 0u' drive's CJ'ry leu (hill $2000 
Our ori.eii art not penalized 'o' ijie deliveries 
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$1.25 OFF J 
Good for S1.25 Off your 
next 1-item or more Pan 
Pizza order. 
Expires: 10/15/90 
LU 
Valid al uarticipiling stores only Noi vaiiJ *i ih any other u»t' Hints 
mjy Vliy Customer pay* salts l i i «vhere applicant Delivery areas 
'muted lo ensure Salt driving On' drive's carry Itss man $2000 
Our drivers are mil penalized ipr iju- deliveries 
I 
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School of Arts and Sciences 
Sophomore and junior 
nursing students take 
part in ribboning 
ceremony 
By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY 
Campus News Editor 
Junior and sophomore nursing stu-
dents were honored in a ribboning 
ceremony at Thomas Road Baptist 
Church Thursday, Sept. 13. 
The ceremony, which recognized 
59 of the 257 nursing students, began 
with a greeting from Dr. Boyd Rist, 
dean of the School of Arts and Sci-
ences. 
During his comments, Rist said, 
'The nursing program is one of the 
great success stories at Liberty." 
Rist also challenged the nursing 
students to develop their skills, guard 
their testimonies and to "capture and 
hold the vision of why you chose the 
nursing profession." 
"You will leave Liberty with skills 
that are second to none," Rist added. 
"I am sure of that." 
After the ceremony Rist talked about 
the accreditation of the nursing pro-
gram. Although it is state approved, 
LLPs nursing program has not yet 
received national accreditation. 
"We will receive a visit in one year 
from the League of Nursing (the na-
tional organization responsible for ac-
crediting nursing programs)," Rist 
explained. "They will then make a re-
port and then vote on our accredita-
tion. We should then have an answer 
sometime during the next academic 
year." 
To prepare for the league's visit, 
Rist said he will make a recommenda-
tion to the Board of Trustees to add 
two new faculty members in the nurs-
ing department. "The Nursing League 
mandates that you have a student fac-
ulty ratio of no more than 10-to-l," 
Rist said. Currently the program has 
10 full- time faculty. 
During the ribbon ceremony, 48 
sophomore nursing majors received 
blue ribbons, indicating they were 
ready to begin their first clinical as-
signment. Also 11 junior nursing 
students were honored. 
Senior nursing student Lori Beatty 
sang two songs, "The Highest Call" 
and "I will Carry the Torch." She also 
shared a few thoughts with the under-
classmen. "Being able to serve God's 
creation as a nurse is truly a high call," 
Beatty said. 
She also told of an experience she 
had with a patient who was on the 
verge of death. "I asked him if he 
knew the Lord," Beatty said. "He 
said, 'Yes, I know the Lord. And you 
are my angel today. Thank you'" 
Beatty finished by saying that nurs-
ing majors are all ministers of God. 
Another senior, Becky Shannon, 
said, "We have a special opportunity. 
Remember our highest call is to serve 
Jesus." 
Each student who received a rib-
bon also carried a candle. After all the 
ribbons were presented, the lights in 
the sanctuary were lowered. As the 
light from the candles cast a warm 
glow throughout the auditorium, the 
students sang "They Will Know We 
are Christians by Our Love" and began 
the recessional. 
Senior Michael Emmons summed 
up the nursing program when he said, 
"Nursing isn't just a class or a major. 
It's a way of life." 
Local fight contin Lies: 
The battle for 
life is taken 
to the streets 
By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY 
¥
 Campus N e w £((«« 
People drive by the medical clinic on Langhome dr., their little 
yeltow ribbons tied dutifully around the car antennae, feeling that they 
have somehow fulfilled their commitment to the community. For 
David and Jeanette Lytic, however, commitment goes farther than a 
simple ribbon. 
For the past eight months, the Lyties have been protesting every 
Monday and Thursday outside a local medical clinic because one of its 
doclorSj performsabortions/'If we can stop just one girl from getting± 
an abortion we will feel like we succeeded" Lytle said, 
This sentiment carries the Lyties and anyone they can find to join 
them through the hot afternoon hours when it seems nobody is paying 
any attention. 
"It is discouraging when people don't pay any attention," Lytle said, 
"Even people who drive by and give you a thumbs up suddenly 
disappearw ask for help. James says to bedoersof the word and 
: not hearers only." 
"Babies who are aborted are hostages of the abortion mills," added 
Jeanettc Lytle. "But people don't even think of a ribbon for them." 
The Lyties have been active in: several abortion protests. They at-
tended a mock-rescue in Richmond where Dr. Charles Poc had his wrist 
;: fractured. A lawsuit is currently pending in the situation. 
They also attended a recent demonstration in Norfolk where their 
group was able to shut down the clinic for two hours. "About 50 women 
who were scheduled to have aboirtions that day left," Lytle said. "We 
don't know how many of them will come back later, but we hope not 
many of them will," 
The Ly ties have not run into any serious problems while picketing the 
: Langhome rd. clinic. They did have one run-in, however, with a nurse 
who works there. "The nurse cameoutand asked us if we had a permit," 
Lytic explained, "We told her we didn 't and she said she was going to 
file a complaint." 
According to a city ordinance, groups are required to obtain a permit 
before they can demonstrate at the clinic. The police were called and 
because oo permit had been issued, Lytle received a summons to appear 
in court 
Lytic was fined $50 and decided to appeal the case The Rutherford 
Institute, a conservative group of lawyers based in Charlottesville, 
;; agreed to take the case at no charge. When the prosecuting attorney 
learned of Lytie's representation, he dropped all charges. 
"Since then we have been out here for two straight months without 
being bothered," Lytle said. 
The Lyties arc part of an organization called the Christian Action 
Council. Lytle is president and his wife Jeanelte serves as secretary. 
The CAC, which receives support from eight area churches, will be 
holding a life-chain demonstration on Oct, 21. 
Accordingto LyUcalifechainconsistsofhundrcdsofpcoplelintng 
up along a busy street. The line will begin at Virginia Baptist Hospital 
and stretch down Rivcrmont Ave. All the participants hold a sign 
bearing the same pro-life message, 
"We hope and pray for a good turnout for that," Lytic said, "We are 
sending out letters to a hundred different churches to seek support." 
As the blistering suo continued beating down oo them, David and 
Jeanette Ly tterelumed to walking the sidewalk, protesting abortion and 
passuigwU'ttcratttre, A smallact, perhaps, in thesca of demonstrations 
that occur everyday in America, but significant on a personal level. 
"Christ won'task us if we succeed,". Lytic explained. "He will only ask 
us if we tried," 
Anybody interested in joining the life-chain demonstration should 
contact David Lytic at 237-1036. 
Lynchburg's "A Day in the Park" celebration featured an exhibit of several reptiles, including this 50 
Ib. boa constrictor from the Blue Ridge Hepatological Society. "A Day in the Park" is one of the many 
events held during the annual Lynchburg Kaleidoscope. 
photo by Jody A. Barter 
After Hours 
Kaleidoscope offers 
LU students an 
opportunity to see 
community 
Jonathan Hildreth, the newest Imperial, cuts loose and thrills the 
crowd during the Imperials Saturday evening concert. Hildreth, from 
Odessa, Texas, is 22 yrs. old and has been travelling with the group 
since August. photo byjeHsmwi 
YouthQuest 
celebration kicks 
off new semester 
By BETH A. PRICE 
Champion Reporter 
The YouthQuest club kicked off 
the 1990-91 school year with its tra-
ditiooal Celebration Thursday night, 
Sept. 6 
The YouthQuest Gymnastics Team 
began the rally with a 10-minute 
tumbling and catapulting routine fol-
lowed by a performance by the 
YouthQuest Singers and a skit by the 
drama team. 
Marking its fifth year in existence, 
YouthQuest presently supports eight 
ministry teams. The rally empha-
sized the club's concern for teenagers 
and its primary purpose, which is to 
reach lost young people with the Word 
of God. 
"Our goal is to reach the 2 1/2 bil-
lion young people walking on the 
face of the earth; most of whom will 
die without knowing the Lord Jesus 
Christas their Saviour," David Adams, 
chairman of the Center for Church 
Ministry, said as he addressed the 
crowd. 
"YouUiQuest Club's aim is to en-
able the students to have an apprecia-
tion for ministering to youth and a 
love for young people," Adams 
added. 
During the summer YouUiQuest 
sponsored YouthQuest '90, a camp 
attended by 360 junior and senior 
high students which was held last July 
16-20 on campus. 
"This year marked die first time 
that the camp was held on the Liberty 
campus," Matt Wilmington, associ-
ate director of YouthQuest Minis-
tries, said. "The kids lived in the 
dorms, used all the facilities, and ate 
in Marriott." 
The camp featured special speak-
ers such as evangelist Jay Strack, Dr. 
George Sweet of Atlantic Shores 
Baptist Church, Dr. Jerry Falwell and 
David Adams, bodi of Thomas Road 
Baptist Church. The LBN Singers 
provided entertainment during the 
week. 
YouthQuestClub'supcomingplans 
feature Scaremare which begins me 
first weekend in October and runs the 
entire month. Spring break activities 
include New York Quest and Clear-
water Beach Alive once again. In the 
spring, Youth Emphasis Week attracts 
youth ministers from across die coun-
try to participate and teach during die 
conference. 
"We want our club to facilitate 
ways to be around youth," Rodney 
Huffty, YouthQuest Club's president 
said. "We want to show die need for 
youth ministry and give Liberty Uni-
versity students an exc use to be around 
kids." 
By MICHAEL POST 
Champion Reporter 
The 1990 Kaleidoscope Festival is 
now under way and provides Central 
Virginia witii a vast selection of ac-
tivities for die next two weekends. 
The Lynchburg Kaleidoscope Fes-
tival has established itself as one of 
the premiere festivals in Virginia, of-
fering recreational, cultural, educa-
tional and entertainment opportuni-
ties to a broad spectrum of the com-
munity. The purpose of die festival is 
to establish a greater community 
pride. 
The highlight of each Kaleidoscope 
is the Virginia 10-Miler. It attracts 
both national and international run-
ners as well as local products. 
The race is slated for Saturday, 
Sept. 22. atE.C. Glass High School 
at 9 a.m. This year features several 
international runners including John 
Campbell of New Zealand who at age 
41 ran die Boston Marathon in 
2:11.08 . ESPN will be on hand to 
cover the race as well as film a one-
half hour special to be aired three 
times in October. 
There are also numerous cultural 
events during die next two weekends 
which LU students can attend, for 
free. Threeoftfiemorenotableevents 
include: 
*The United States Air Force 
Band and the Singing Sergeants will 
perform at E.C. Glass High School 
Auditorium Sept. 22 at 7:30 p.m. 
*The Evening Pops Picnic will be 
held at Lake Vista in Forest Sept. 29, 
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
*One of Virginia's most popular 
big bands, die "Kings of Swing," will 
perform in concert atE.C. Glass High 
School Friday, Sept 28, at 8 p.m. 
•Country/Western starEmmylou 
Harris will open the eighth season 
of the Lynchburg Symphony at 
E.C. Glass Sunday, Sept. 30, 3:30 
p.m. 
Also, there will be an international 
flavor at the Lynchburg Community 
Market Sept. 22-23. International 
and edinic food vendors will be on 
hand widi delicacies ranging from 
egg rolls to Italian sausage. A Band 
Jam competition will entertain the 
crowd. 
Adiletic competition is also in-
cluded in Kaleidoscope '90 witii sev-
eral events scheduled. These in-
clude: 
*Mixeddoubles tennis tournament 
Sept. 21 from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Admission cost $15 for die 1st event 
$ 5 for each additional event (also on 
9/22 and 9/23) 
For diose who want to participate: 
*Racquetball tournament at Court-
side Athletic Club is scheduled for 
Sept. 21-23 from 6 to 10 p.m. Cost 
is $25 for first division and $10 for 
each additional division. 
Free roller skating will be offered 
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. on Thursdays 
Sept. 20 and Sept. 27 at the Skateland 
rink. Skate rental is $1. 
Kaleidoscope '90 offers a variety 
of entertainment and only a few have 
been mentioned. There are also 
planned tours and hikes which are 
designed to let the participant gain a 
knowledge of die Central Virginia 
country side. 
More information is available in 
Kaleidoscope brochures posted on 
campus bulletin boards or by calling 
Kaleidoscope headquarters can be 
reached at 847-1811. 
MiSSIOnS-
Continued from page 1 
sionaries and agency representatives at 7: p.m. tiiat evening. At 7:45 p.m. the 
film "Peace Child" will be shown in DeMoss 160-161. 
Showing at 7:30 p.m. in DeMoss 160-161 on Tuesday night is die missions 
film "Waitof the World." Dorm hall meetings, witii die exception of the senior 
dorms will have guest missionary speakers. 
The Wednesday evening service on campus will feature Lewis. 
The Light Club rally will be held 7:30 p.m. Thursday at David's Place. The 
speaker for the rally is Dan Gelat, from Argentina. Everyone is welcom to 
attend. 
Gelall will be speaking in chapel Friday and Glenn Kurka, missionary from 
the Philippines, will be speaking in the ministry chapel. 
On Sunday, Sept. 30, the evening service will consist of die Light 90 report 
and a slide presentation. 
Other missionaries speaking are Ken Jenkins, New Guinea; Dave Nelson, 
Philippines; and Phil Disney, Wycliffe Bible Translators. "A number of die 
people coming are Liberty graduates who are now out in a full-time active 
ministry," said Haag. 
"All Christians need to feel part of the conference," Jackson said, "Not just 
missions majors should be interested in missions." There is currently a great 
need for full-time missions workers. One out of every five people is a Muslim, 
and 50 percent of the world's population has never heard the Gospel, Jackson 
said. 
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World: 
Hussein threatens USA 
with terrorist attacks 
Iraq warned the USA last Thurs-
day to watch out for terrorist at-
tacks. The White House countered 
it would hold Iraqi President Sad-
dfijfi Hussein personally respon-
sible. 
Iraq leveled the threats, transmit-
ted in a letter to the chief US. 
diplomat in Baghdadm, over what 
it called U.S. "crimes" and 
•irisults"against Arab and Islamic 
nations. 
losbacher, Gorbachev 
ilk trade in Moscow 
Soviet officials appear ready to 
restrictions on emigration from 
the USSR, a prerequisite for rccciv-
ig "most favored nation" trade 
status with the USA, U.S. Com-
merce Secretary Robert Mosbaeher 
said last Thursday in Moscow. 
Mosbaeher, who met with Soviet : 
President Mikhail Gorbachev, said 
he was told "chances were excel-
lent" Ihatthe Supreme Soviet would 
pass laws liberalizing emigration. 
Doe house evacuated, 
loyalists executed 
West African troops evacuated 
1,000 people holed up in the man-
sion of slain President Samuel Doe. 
Tribal reprisal killings continued 
with witnesses reporting rebels 
loyal to rival leaders Prince Johnson 
and Charles Taylor hunted down 
and shot members of Doe' s Krahn 
tribe and other Doe supporters. 
Media, politicians, 'experts' 
search for 'Vietnam' excuse 
Nation: 
Campus violence 
increases across USA 
Violence on college campuses is 
happening everywhere, not just at 
the Uni versi ty of Florida. 
TQDAY inycstigait 
tion found 285,932 crimes, many 
of them thefts and burglaries, re-
ported on 698 campuses, Those 
represent just a fraction of the 
nation's 3,600 universities, The 
report found at least 31 killings on 
or near campus, 1,800 armed rob-
beries on campus and 13,000 as-
saults. 
Divorced couple ordered 
to share embryos 
The Tennessee Court of Appeals 
has dirdcred a divorced couple to 
share custody of seven frozen em-
bryos* 
In overturning a ground-break-
ing 1989 ruling giving custody to 
theex-wife, Mary Sue Davis Stowe, 
the court said Stowe and Junior 
Davis have "joint control" and an 
"equal voice" over the embryos. 
The embryos remain frozen at a 
Knoxvillc clinic. 
Dems chief blasts 
Census figures 
Democratic party chief Ron 
Brown slammed the 1990 Census 
as "inaccurate." Brown urged that 
die final numbers be altered to 
compensate for people missed, and 
he knocked Republicans for op* 
posing the adjustment. TheGOFs 
Benjamin Ginsberg said his party 
has no position on die census ad-
justment. 
New Jersey protects 
reserves on duty 
New Jersey is the first state in th0;> 
; USA toprotect the salary and bene-
fits of state workers who are called 
as reserves to take part in Operation 
Desert Shield. 
Gov. Jim Florio signed an execu-
tive order saying the state will make 
up the difference between military 
pay and state salary for employees 
on active duty: up to 180 days. 
By RICHARD BENEDETTO 
USA Today Wire Service 
WASHINGTON — As the Persian 
Gulf crisis begins to look more like a 
standoff, one question is becoming in-
creasingly common: How long will the 
American people support the massive 
military operadon in the Middle East? 
The question is making a lot of people 
in the White House nervous. 
Short of a shooting war, commenta-
tors and analysts ask repeatedly, do die 
American people and Congress have 
the will to back a long-term stay by 
U.S. troops in the Saudi Arabian desert 
at a cost of millions of dollars a day? 
Afraid die answer to that question 
may be no, the administration has been 
scrambling the past week to stage 
events designed to shore up that sup-
port, not only among the people, but 
also with Congress. 
Witness Bush's hastily staged sum-
mit in Helsinki, Finland, with Soviet 
President Mikhail Gorbachev; the ad-
dress to a joint session of Congress, and 
his acceptance of an offer to videotape 
a television message to the Iraqi people. 
Members of Congress, mostof whom 
will face the voters in November, are 
supporting Bush's policies — for now. 
But they're well aware of how fickle 
public opinion can be. 
Many will be ready with criticism 
over Operation Desert Shield if they 
sense the voter mood turning sour. 
Just last week, House Democratic 
leader Richard Gephardt of Missouri 
told Bush that the administration's po-
sition is shaky and he must continue to 
make major sales pitches direcdy to 
Americans if he expects them to stick 
with him. 
Bush, Gephardt said, will have to 
speak to the people repeatedly as long 
as U.S. troops maintain a presence in 
the Middle East. 
White House aides are talking about 
weekly forums for Bush to present his 
case, and Middle Eastanalysts say that's 
about right. 
"People will not support spending 
$50 million a day (to maintain die 
troops) without a clear view of what 
we're trying to accomplish," Adam 
Garfinkle of the Foreign Policy Re-
search Institute said. 
Garfinkle, who consults regularly 
witii Pentagon, State Department 
and CIA officials, said the question 
that arises repeatedly is, "What do 
you think the American people are 
thinking?" 
Richard Barnet, who wrote "The 
Rockets' Red Glare," which exam-
ines the connection between public 
opinion and presidential war poli-
cies, saidBushfacesadifficultprob-
lem in maintaining public support in 
a standoff because the picture be-
comes clearer with time. 
For example, he noted, it's al-
ready apparent that all the countries 
allied against Iraq are not committed 
to the same extent as the United States. 
Cracks in the alliance are beginning 
to appear over whether to exempt 
food and medicine from the U.N. 
economic sanctions against Iraq. 
"I would strongly argue that Bush 
should be laying out a clearer negoti-
ating position rather than waiting for 
Saddam Hussein to blink," Barnet 
said. 
White House Press Secretary Mar-
tin Fitzwater's tesliness last week 
when reporters brought up the ques-
tion of public support indicates die 
degree to which administration offi-
cials are concerned about the prob-
lem. 
"We think the American people are 
supportive and will remain suppor-
tive," he said. 
"Historically, certainly theevidence 
would point in that direction. Ameri-
cans were very supportive of Viet-
nam for several years ... similarly 
Korea and World War II." 
That brought derisive laughter from 
the press corps, causing Fitzwater to 
plead, "Let me finish!" 
"I ask you to take an objective, 
historical look at America's willing-
ness to support military objectives, 
especially when they are clear-cut, 
well identified, well laid out. And this 
is a case where that's true.... We have 
every reason to believe the American 
people's support will be maintained." 
/HAXflllELD'S 
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Council 
Continued from Page 1 
-ernment for the conflict because 
federal regulations require that a lo-
cality not established in an incorpo-
rated city be counted as part of die 
county, not part of the incorporated 
city. 
Lynchburg Mayor Richard 
Thomhill stated tiiat Madison Heights 
should also be counted as part of 
Lynchburg. 
Preliminary Census figures showed 
that dormitory students at Lynchburg 
College were not even counted and 
only half of the dorm students at 
Liberty University werecounted. The 
two schools combined have approxi-
mately 6,000 dorm students who were 
not counted in the local Census. 
The Census is important because 
each Lynchburg resident is equal to 
$3,300 to the city; therefore if the 
Census is off by 1,000 people, Lyn-
chburg will lose more than $3 million 
in city revenues. 
Also under consideration by the 
council was a rate hike for city cabs. 
Jeremiah Gardner, representing 
Allied Cab Services, spoke on behalf 
of cab companies which asked for a 
10-cent per mile hike in cab fees. The 
result will be a rate hike to $2.35 for 
the first mile and $ 1.35 for each addi-
tional mile. 
Gardner was asked by Freeman if 
he wanted elimination of regulation 
by the city. Gardner said, "No sir, we 
want the regulation." 
Freeman responded by saying, 
"This is not precisely what we need to 
do, but I will support it." 
The rate hike was unanimously sup-
ported 6-0. 
In other business, the council: 
•Unanimously approved a time 
extension for the completion of 
Route 460 access to Liberty Univer-
sity. 
MacCallum said, "We have con-
cern over traffic inandoutof that area." 
However, the State Highway De-
partment has taken longer than was ex-
pected to complete the project, how-
ever, "We're notdealing with die hordes 
of people out tiiere we expected," she 
said.Councilman Steve Newman noted 
that LU now has access from Route 29 
S with a gate at the railroad. 
MacCallum remarked, "If we didn't 
have a traffic problem for die president 
(Bush), I don't think we will." 
* Unanimously approved appropria-
tion of $6,855 in supplemental funding 
for the position of Tag Officer and 
Clerk in the Commissioner of 
Revenue's Office. 
•Unanimously approved appropria-
tion of $104,500 for a comprehensive 
utility rates study for the proposal of 
adopting a new billing system. 
•Unanimously approved appropria-
tion of $55,000 for replacement of the 
heating system in Hangar #3A at die 
Lynchburg Municipal Airport. 
YOU OUGHTA 
IN PICTURES! 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! 
The following information concerns you: 
Fyesh.mqn and Transfer students: Remember to keep your appointmentfor yearbook 
jits. These pictures are being taken in the DeMoss building 
homores and Juniors: The same pictures are being used for the yearbook as were 
m 
used last year. If you do hot like your picture or did not have it taken, you need to go to 
the Picture Place to schedule a retake. The cost for the retakes will be six dollars and 
must be paid at the time the picture is taken. Spacers limited, so you need to sign up/f 
now.... 
genjprs,; You need to go to the Picture Place and sign up for you r Senior portraits. 
Only pictures that are taken this year will be used for Seniors. Sincespace is also 
limited for Seniors, you need to do this as soon as possible. 
Seminary and Graduate students: We will be placing pictures of seminary and 
graduate students in the yearbook this year. You must sign up at the Picture Place for 
your appointment. 
Faculty: New Faculty members need to contact the Picture Place for an appointment. 
Also, any faculty pictures over three years old must be retaken. 
School choice becomes popular 
By DENNIS KELLY 
USA Today Wire Service 
School choice — the notion that 
parents should be able to pick which 
school their children attend regard-
less of where tiiey live — is building 
momentum. 
"It's gone from being a crazy idea to 
being a mainstream idea," John Chubb 
of the Brookings Institution, a leading 
proponent of choice, said. "There's 
just a tremendous amount of frustra-
tion with business as usual." 
Seven states — Minnesota, Ohio, 
Arkansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Utah and 
Nevada — have programs that allow 
statewide choice among public 
schools. At least 15 states are debat-
ing some form of choice, Chubb says. 
Still, new initiatives are making 
some wonder if the concept is headed 
in die wrong direction. 
* A measure goes before Oregon 
voters Nov. 6 that would allow citi-
zens a dollar-for-dollar tax credit of 
up to $2,500 for costs incurred for 
sending children to private schools— 
even religious ones — or from teach-
ing kids at home. 
* A new Wisconsin law allows up to 
1,000 inner-cily Milwaukee kids to 
use $2,500 in state tax funds to attend 
private, non-sectarian schools. 
For die most part, parents' options 
have been limited to sending their 
kids to otiier public schools. But the 
expanded use of public funds for pri-
vate schools has raised new concerns. 
In Wisconsin, Rep. Annette Polly 
Williams (D-Milwaukee) succeeded 
in creating the nation's first voucher 
system — witii limits. The tax money 
goes to families who meet the 
program's poverty criteria and allows 
them to spend it on private, non-sec-
tarian schools in Milwaukee. 
Williams says court-ordered deseg-
regation has caused disproportionate 
numbers of blacks to be bused to pre-
dominantly white schools and 
Milwaukee's public schools have 
done a poor job of educating inner-
city blacks. 
The affluent could always escape a 
bad situation, but poor families can't, 
she said. 
Richard Collins, the head of 
Wisconsin's teachers union council, 
however, said plans like these will be 
"the death bell for public education." 
Unlike public schools, private ones 
don't have to admitcveryone,Collins 
said. That includes students with handi-
caps or learning problems. "We have a 
public education system for a good 
reason," Collins says. "To educate all 
children in the country." 
A lawsuit filed by the teachers' un-
ion, school administrators and others is 
before a Wisconsin appellate court. A 
decision is expected in a few weeks. 
But Williams says attacks on die 
program are attempts to keep the fail-
ure of public schools from being ex-
posed. At private schools, she says, 
"the emphasis is on the child, not on the 
bureaucracy." 
Similar frustrations are welling up in 
Oregon, but the choice proposal on that 
state's ballot is different, and much 
farther reaching, allowing tax refunds 
for religious school expenditures. 
Educators say the measure violates 
the constitutional separation of church 
and state. 
But Ed Marihart, coordinator of 
Oregonians for Educational Choice, 
said his organization has opinions from 
the state attorney general's office and 
others dial the program would be legal. 
The reason: Money goes not to 
churches, but directly to parents, who 
then make choices about how to use it. 
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Flames 
Feedback 
Steinbrenner 
leaves New 
York ton of 
problems 
George Steinbrenner was forced 
to give up his general managing 
partnership of the New York Yan-
kees 28 days ago, but I'm still reluc-
tant to write a column on his depar-
ture. For those who haven't heard, 
baseball commissioner Fay Vincent 
ordered Steinbrenner to sell his 
controlling ownership of the Yanks 
on Aug. 20 for associat-^ 
ing with a known gam-
bler. 
Marvin 
Hamlett 
Explosive third quarter outburst 
powers Flames to easy win 
The reason for my reluctance is 
that I'm still leery that Steinbrenner 
has something up his sleeve, an ace 
in the hole, something that will bring 
him back to the Yankees and con-
tinue the demise that he started. 
Being rather superstitious, I don't 
want tojinx this joyous,butdubious 
occasion. 
Let me go on the record: I am a 
diehard Yankee fan. Through thick 
and thin I'll never love another team. 
Many a night this summer, I have 
spent on my porch listening to 
WABC (the Yankee flagship sta-
tion). Smiling when they won, crying 
when they lost. 
But the former owner was and 
still is the worst black eye in the 
history of Major League Baseball. 
He makes Pete Rose look like an in-
spiring angel. I can't say enough 
bad things about the man. 
Everyone already knows the mo-
ronic actions "the boss" has perpe-
trated in the past. I could mention 
his asinine trades, managerial fir-
ings, etc., but that's already been 
said. 
What S teinbrenner did to the Yan-
kees was much deeper than the av-
erage fan realizes. Not only did he 
damage the Bronx Bombers on the 
surface, he also hurt the team for the 
years to come. He took a team with 
the richest tradition in all sports and 
turned il into "The Bronx Zoo." 
| You see, Steinbrenner really does 
not know too much about the game 
of baseball. He purchased the Yan-
kees from CBS on Jan. 3,1973, as a 
money-making business move. He 
knew how to make a quick buck. 
But like a know-it-all spoiled brat, 
just owning the team wasn'tenough. 
HE had to make the decisions. It 
was HIS team. 
Nothing changed when he first 
arrived on the scene. But eventu-
ally, it became painfully obvious to 
all New York fans that the Yankees' 
farm system was being decimated. 
While Steinbrenner was trading 
away bright Yankee prospects, in 
return he was obtaining mostly has-
been stars and paying them a ton of 
money. 
However, one thing puzzles me. 
Everyone who knows Steinbrenner, 
knows that anyone asking the owner 
to give up the Yankees can expect a 
fight. Normally, Steinbrenner would 
take that sort of decision all the way 
to the S upreme Court if need be. But 
not only did he agree to give them 
up, he agreed not to sue the commis-
sioner over the agreement. 
Why did Steinbrenner agree not 
to sue? Just what sort of an edge did 
the commissioner have to scare 
Steinbrenner into selling the team 
plus giving up his right to sue the de-
cision? It must have been some-
thing very serious. And if it was, 
what sort of pertinent information is 
Vincent holding over his head. 
Most people agree that 
Steinbrenner's crime did not merit 
such punishment. After all, the only 
thing he did was "pay a known gam-
bler $40,000 to investigate one of 
his players." That is minor com-
pared to the scandals currently hap-
pening around the majors. 
But who cares, right? As long as 
he's gone, right? 
Wrong! Baseball fans deserve to 
know if the wool was being pulled 
over their eyes. Was there some sort 
of a deal? Why was George Stein-
brenner so pleased with the deci-
sion? Does old George still have an 
ace in the hole? And why hasn't the 
media said more about this puzzling 
scenario? 
I've got a strong feeling we 
haven't heard the last of this saga. 
The fireworks are yet to come. 
By MARVIN HAMLETT 
Sports Editor 
Liberty's offense finally began to 
flex its muscles Saturday afternoon as 
the Flames routed Southwest Texas 
State 35-22. Quarterback Robbie 
Justino had career highs in yards and 
TD passes, and receiver Scott Queen 
tied a school record with three TD 
receptions in frontof 7,150 fansatLU 
Stadium. 
The game was not as close as the 
final score indicate, because the 
Flames led 35-7 attheendof the third 
quarter, scoring 21 points during a 
five-minute span. The Bobcats scored 
two "gimme" touchdowns in the final 
five minutes against the Flames' sec-
ond-string defense for the final mar-
gin. 
Liberty led only 14-7 athalftimeon 
18- and six-yard touchdown passes 
from Justino to Queen. Queen was 
not finished when he caught his third 
TD of the game midway through the 
third quarter, giving LU a 21-7 lead. 
Justino set up the six-play drive with 
passes of 27 yards to Queen and 41 
yards to tight end Mark Thomas. For 
the day, Queen had five receptions for 
72 yards. 
After a Bobcat punt Liberty took 
over again at its own six. Only six 
plays later Justino spotted Pat Nelson 
fora70-yardbomb,liftingLUtoa28-
7 lead. 
"That was all Pat Nelson," Justino 
said. "I just threw it up." 
Just four plays later, LU delivered 
the knockout punch when Flames 
comerback Brian Woolfolk inter-
cepted a Gilbert Price pass and ran 49 
yards for the score. LU suddenly led 
35-7 with 3:38 remaining in the third 
quarter. 
"We wanted to force them to throw 
the ball, and they did," coach Sam 
Rutigliano said. "A team has to capi-
talize on its opportunities, and that's 
what we did. Once we got into a 
rhythm, I knew we'd win." 
Bobcats' coach DennisFranchione 
was a little more direct. "We just got 
beat by a better team. We were over-
matched, and they whipped us," Fran-
chione said. 
Justino assessed his performance 
as "better than the first two games." 
He also credited his powerhouse of 
receivers (Queen, Thomas, Nelson 
andL.G.Parrish). "They sure can run, 
and they know how to find holes in 
the defense," the sophomore quarter-
back said. 
Rutigliano was also pleased with 
Justino's play. "He's getting better 
with each week." But the second-
year coach found his receivers even 
more praiseworthy.."We can play 
against anyone in the nation with 
those four guys." 
An 80-yard drive by Justino late in 
the second quarter was the turning 
point of the game. Bobcats' halfback 
Todd Scott had just run in a 1-yard 
touchdown on third-and-goal to give 
SWTS a 7-7 tie with only 1:28 left in 
the half. 
But LU came out firing after the 
kickoff, scoring on a seven-play drive 
that lasted only 43 seconds. Justino 
completeda 14-yardpasstoParrishto 
start the drive. 
Fourteen seconds later Justino con-
nected with Parrish again, this time 
for 27 yards as the Flames moved the 
ball to the Bobcats' 39. 
After an 18-yard completion to 
Thomas moved the ball to the 21, 
Justino's try for the end zone resulted 
in a pass interference penalty against 
the Bobcats. The penalty put LU on 
Scott Queen pulls in a Robbie Justino pass to give the Flames a 14-7 hlftime lead. Queen had three TD 
receptions on the day to tie a school record. photobyjenreyA.cot» 
the Bobcats' 6. 
From there Justino took the first 
snap and hit Queen on a timing pat-
tern in the corner of the end zone for 
their second hookup of the game. 
Jason HarreH's extra point finished 
the drive which established the 
momentum that led the Flames 
into the decisive second half. 
The Bobcats tried to stick with their 
option attack, but the Flames' defense 
would not allow the option to reach 
the outside. Linebacker Johnny 
Woods led the assault with a team-
high 19 tackles. Cornerback Bobby 
Green and linebacker Paul Frazier 
had 12 tackles each. 
Overall, the Flames defense had 
one fumble recovery, one intercep-
tion, six pass-breakups and four sacks. 
"We gave our offense a lot of time to 
rest, and that helped us win," Woods 
said. 
Rutigliano agreed, "We wanted our 
defense to dictate to them. We didn't 
want their defense to dictate to us." 
In the early going, the Flames es-
tablished their running game. Tail-
back Leroy Kinard had 25 yards in 
his first three carries. 
Rutigliano had told his players 
that they must establish some kind 
of a run to set up the passing game. 
"Coach told us we needed to run and 
mix it up if we wanted to win," 
Justino said. 
Justino is now 4-0 as a starting 
quarterback and 5-0 in games where 
he played more than a half. 
Men's soccer team 
• 
,v n ii ( ' • • . . : . . ' 
remains undefeated 
ByJEFFREY A. COTA 
Champion Reporter 
The Liberty University men's soc-
cer team remained undefeated when 
Sean Helliwell scored with 5:03 left 
in regulation to force a 1-1 tie with 
the Panthers of GeorgiaStateSept. 11 
at Liberty's soccer field. 
"The ball was passed wide to Dar-
ren (Shelbourne) just outside of the 
penalty area," the freshman from 
Yorkshire, England said. "He made a 
very good cross to Freeman (Turk-
son), who headed it back to me and I 
put it in." 
Helliwell's goal was his first as a 
Flame, and when asked how it felt, he 
said with a smile: "A relief. It was 
nice to get. Especially when we were 
behind." 
Georgia State scored on a penalty 
kick with 14:15 left in regulation to 
take a 1-0 lead. Tom Bernardi scooted 
it past Liberty goalie George Nimo, 
which was the first allowed by Nimo 
in three games. 
"They (Georgia State) primarily 
Lady Flames booters 
lose on the road 
Johnny Sasu dribbles around a Georgia State player. >>ho,ob>'D,v,Den,<" 
pass with the long ball, while we pass 
it around," Helliwell explained. "I 
think it was inevitable for the game to 
get a bit rough. Overall, I think we 
outplayed them." 
Through four games the Flames 
remain undefeated with a 3-0-1 rec-
ord. Helliwell said that the team can-
not afford to look ahead to certain 
teams and they must build on the good 
start that they have established. 
"We have to take each game as it 
comes. We have good team spirit and 
ability as well," Helliwell said. "We 
have to be consistent and avoid inju-
ries. We have lost Mark (Senitz) for a 
couple starts with an injury (stress 
fracture)." 
Nimo recorded two saves on Uiree 
shots for Liberty. 
By CHARLES J. CONRAD 
Champion Reporter 
The road to West Virginia proved 
to be a roeky one: as the Liberty 
women's soccer team lost to the 
University of Charleston 3-1 Sept 
14, dropping its record to 1-2. 
All was not lost in the defeat, 
however, as Liberty head coach Jim 
Long acknowledged,''Even though 
we lost, I was still very pleased with 
ourteam'sperformahce. Wehustled 
and played very hard. We've made a •: 
lot of progress this early this sea-
son," 
liberty's Leanoe Faulk broke the 
scoreless deadlock when she scored 
her second goal of the season 15:35 
into the first half to give the Lady 
Flames a 1 -0 advantage, 
Charleston later grabbed the 
momentum when Beth Converse and 
Amanda Young scored unanswered 
goals, giving them a 2-1 edge. 
Converse's goal at the 54:32 mark 
was the lone goal of the second half 
and was enough to guarantee Char* 
leston the victory. Even though the 
Lady Flames failed to come back 
on the scoreboard; LU assistant 
coach Allen Long said they "shot 
welkin the second half. 
A controversywas sparked when 
a referee ruled no goal on Liberty's: 
Robin Ingalls' direct kick which 
hit the crossbar of the goal and 
bounced downward, apparently for 
a score. 
Liberty personnel felt that the 
ball hit the net and subsequently 
bounced out of the net. 
"The nets were tight because 
when wekicked in practice the ball 
would bit the net and bounce right 
out," Long remarked. 
Shenandoah College canceled 
the game scheduled Sept 12 at 
Liberty because of a lack of play-
ers (only nine were available). An 
attempt will be made to re-sched-
ule the contest for a later date, 
Remaining tests for the Lady 
Flames during this week include a 
home game with UMBC Thursday 
and a contest slated for me 22nd at 
Roanoke College. 
Back to school: 
Smith re-enrolls after Vikings tryout 
By MARVIN HAMLETT 
Sports Editor 
Donald Smith is down, but not out. 
After being cut from the Minnesota 
Vikings, Smith knows that the knock 
of opportunity is just around the cor-
ner with his name on it! 
Smith, a former Liberty Univer-
sity defensive back, was drafted in the 
10th round last April 23, by the Na-
tional Football League's Minnesota 
Vikings. Most experts considered him 
a longshot, but after the first cuts in 
August (from 80 to 60), he was still 
tiiere. 
However, the six-foot, 185-pound 
Smith was cut on the final cuts that 
narrowed the roster to 47. Unoffi-
cially, he was among the final six to 
be cut. "Sure I was happy just to be 
there, but I also wanted to make it," a 
reserved Smith said. 
Smith, however, has not given up 
his dream to play in the NFL. He 
knows that he still has a lot to learn 
about football. He just needs to de-
velop his talent. With this in mind, 
SmiUi plans on trying out for the World 
Football League (WFL) next sum-
mer. 
The WFL is a new football confer-
ence that is being supported by a 
majority of NFL owners (26 of the 
28). The new league would be a de-
velopmental league or a "farm sys-
tem" for NFL teams. 
After scrimmaging against the likes 
of Herschel Walker and Anthony 
Carter, Smith feels he has the experi-
ence to succeed in the WFL. He has 
played defense beside players such as 
defensive end Chris Doleman, nose-
tackle Al Noga and defensive back 
Joey Browner. Because of this, he 
feels he can make an immediate impact 
on the WFL. 
BecauseoftheWFL's schedule (10 
weeks beginning in June), football 
Donald Smith 
would not interfere with Smith's 
schooling. He re-enrolled in Liberty 
last week, changing his major from 
graphics to a general studies degree 
with an art minor, so he can leach. 
"Maybe by the time I get my de-
gree, I'll be picked up by an NFL 
team," an optimistic Smith said. 
Although any NFL team may pick 
him up now, Smith realistically ad-
mits that the Vikings would be the 
only likely team to pick him up be-
cause he already knows the system. 
Despite deciding to cut Smith, the 
Vikings still had high regard for Smith. 
"They (Vikings coaching staff) told 
me when they cut me that they liked 
the way I played because I never gave 
up," Smith said. 
Smith still expects to be picked up 
again by Minnesota next year, and 
that would be fine with him. "They 
have a lot of team unity. The veteran 
defensive backs took me under their 
wings," Smith said. "They really tried 
to help you." 
Before the training camp, Smith 
was warned that the other Vikings' 
players and their tryouls might try to 
sabotage him by telling him the wrong 
plays, but he quickly dismissed the 
rumors. 
"When I got there, everybody was 
working together, and it was almost 
like playing here," Smith said. 
Smith is certain that he can play in 
the NFL one day, and he said he is 
never going to give up. "I know 
deep in my heart I can play in the 
NFL. The first day I was in tryouts, 
they told me I could play safety in 
the NFL," Smith said. "I just have to 
keep working and see what hap-
pens." 
Smith said that his intensity is 
what has kept him going. He didn't 
receive much media attention. He 
hardly received a headline, and he 
did not receive a multi-million dol-
lar contract. 
And when it was over, Donald 
Smith knew only one thing: that he 
had competed against some of the 
best athletes in the world and very 
nearly walked away with a rosier 
spot. 
i 
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All business! 
Lady Flame striker 
works her way to top 
By EVIE DAVIS 
Champion Reporter 
Shy and sensitive, she enjoys close 
friends, comedy movies and running 
by herself. Her friends say she's 
always there for them, quietly listen-
ing to theirconcerns. However, when 
Amy Ingalls steps onto the soccer 
field, her "other side" surfaces. 
Ingalls, a nursing major from Clare-
mont, N.H., is the starting center 
striker for the Liberty Women's 
Soccer Team. So far this season she 
leads the team with 21 goal attempts, 
three goals, one assist and seven points 
scored. "I am aggressive on the field," 
she said. 
Off the field, Ingalls' demure per-
sonality contrasts her assertiveness. 
She goes from a pink blush when de-
scribing her personality, to complete 
confidence when talking about two of 
the most important things in her life: 
God and soccer. 
In addition to soccer, Ingalls enjoys 
tennis and basketball. "In high school 
I played basketball, tennis and ran 
track," she said." But college athlet-
ics demand a higher level of skill." 
Ingalls played soccer her freshman 
year atLU, but she had to develop her 
shooting techniques and quickness in 
Amy Ingalls 
order to earn her starting position. 
"Coach Long makes me run sprints 
to improve my speed, and we practice 
shooting goals every day." Ingalls 
said. "Long also stresses optimistic 
attitudes." 
"In my freshman year, the team was 
close as a group, but we had just 
gotten to know each other. Now we're 
pretty good friends," she said. One of 
the major reasons Ingalls stayed at 
Liberty was the friends she made on 
the team. "I almost left after my first 
year. I didn't know anybody," she 
said. "But I know God brought me 
back and gave me the friends I 
needed." 
Rising from high school stardom to 
college success brought Ingalls many 
challenges. "The biggest obstacle 
was starting from the bottom and 
climbing to the top." she said. "I had 
to prove myself to the coach and the 
team." 
On the other hand, she had no prob-
lem proving herself to her older sister 
and teammate Robin Ingalls. "Robin 
is one of my best friends. We're 
really close." she said. Both Amy 
and Robin earned starting positions 
on the soccer team. "We work well 
together," Robin said, "I hope we'll 
work as a team after we graduate." 
So far this season the women's 
soccer team is 1-1. During the last 
game Ingalls encountered an oppo-
nent who was "out for.blood". "With 
the first kick I shrugged it off. When 
the second came, I didn't just take it!" 
she stated. "I'm not afraid to hide my 
feelings during a game." 
Sometimes she gets an opportu-
nity to share the gospel with me op-
posing team when passing out tracts 
after the game. "I can' t be ashamed," 
she said firmly, "I try to let them know 
- that to be a Christian you do have to be 
different" 
Fabulous Fiue 
College & Pro 
Games for Sept. 
15-16 
MoreheadSt.at 
Liberty 
. 
Alabama at 
Georgia 
Coloradoat 
Texas 
K e v i n 
B loye 
Liberty 
Alabama 
Texas 
NotreDameat 
MlchlganSt. 
UCLAat 
Michigan 
Detroltat 
Tampa Bay 
KB™*3' Kansas Citv GreenBay 
Michigan St 
Liberty 
Georgia 
Doug 
Dempsey 
Liberty 
Alabama 
Colorado 
Notre Dame Notre Dame 
Michigan 
Detroit 
MInnesotaat 
Chicago 
Philadelphiaat 
LA Rams 
PIttsburghat 
LARalders 
Last week 
Overall 
Chicago 
LA Rams 
LA Raiders 
Michigan 
Detroit 
Green Bay 
Colorado 
M a r v i n 
H a m l e t t 
Liberty 
^ * 
C u r t 
Olson 
Liberty 
Georgia 
Colorado 
Michigan 
Detroit 
Green Bay 
Minnesota 
LA Rams 
LA Raiders 
10-0 
10-0 
7-3 
7-3 
Minnesota 
LA Rams 
LA Raiders 
Notre Dame 
Michigan 
Detroit 
Georgia 
Colorado 
Michigan 
'Guest* 
Sam 
Rutigliano 
Liberty 
Georgia 
Colorado 
Notre Dame Notre Dame 
Michigan 
Detroit 
Green Bay 
Chicago 
LA Rams 
LA Raiders 
8-2 
8-2 
6-4 
6-4 
Kansas City 
Minnesota 
LA Rams 
Tampa 
Green Bay 
Minnesota 
Philadelphia 
LA Raiders Pittsburgh 
10-0 
10-0 
8-2 
8-2 
Senior netter relies on motivation, 
commitment to lead Lady Flames 
ByEVIEDAVIS 
Champion Reporter 
Kim Thomas is not only six feet tall 
and the starting middle-hitter for the 
Lady Flames volleyball team this year; 
she is also a compelling leader on and 
Kim Thomas 
off the court. 
As one of two senior captains for 
the Lady Flames, Kim motivates her 
teammates through encouraging 
words and a commitment to excel-
lence. 
In 1987 Thomas graduated from 
Jefferson Forest High School and ar-
rived at Liberty with a difficult climb 
ahead- In order to reach her goals, 
Kim practiced on her own every day 
and came back quicker, stronger and 
better than ever. 
Although the starting position was 
earned during her sophomore year, 
Thomas had to pay her dues through-
out her freshman year. "It was the 
hardest year that I ever had to go 
through," stated Thomas. 
As a result of her hard work, coach 
Sue Kelly placed Thomas on the start-
ing team. "Her attitude and willing-
ness to work hard were impressive," 
Kelly noted. 
While motivating others comes 
naturally to Kim, one of her biggest 
motivations is other people. "Coach 
Kelly and my teammates are some of 
my best friends," Thomas commented. 
Kim is also encouraged by the fans. 
"I know there have been some games 
that we couldn't have won if it wasn't 
for the support of the crowd," Tho-
mas said. 
Kim's caring heart for people is 
also reflected by the goals she wants 
to achieve professionally. Thomas, 
who will graduate in May with a 
degree in psychology, plans to further 
her education and eventually work 
with learning disabled children. 
Although people motivate Kim, her 
See Thomas, page 8 
STOP ATTACKERS 
with 
TEAR GAS P R O T E C T I O N 
...because it CAN happen to you! 
SELF-DEFENSE 
for 
COLLEGE 
STUDENTS 
CURB 
keyring holster available 
DON'T 
BE A 
VICTIM Actual size Pockei/l'urse Unit 
•CURB is used by 96% of 
the nation's law enforce-
ment agencies 
• CURB will stop attacker 
five times faster than Mace® 
and all other tear gas for-
mulas 
• CURB is safe and legal 
protection for everyone 
Call 
STREET'SMAKT 
Today 
845-0227 
for immediate on-campus and 
home delivery 
Two Griffeys make lethal weapon 
By ALBERT FIELDS 
USATodayWireService 
The Seattle Mariners' locker room 
is typical for a major-league team: 
commodious, clean, plenty of food 
both before and after the game, plenty 
of horsing around. 
Each spacious locker has the 
player's name stenciled above it. 
Two lockers stand out. One says 
"The Dad" above it, the other says 
"The Kid." 
Ken Griffey Sr. sits casually in front 
of his locker, underneath the name 
"The Dad," and reads a newspaper. 
Across the way, the locker with 
"The Kid" over it is filled with the 
trappings of the major-league player 
bats and gloves and spikes and other 
essentials. 
But Ken Griffey Jr. is not there. 
He's warming up on the field. 
He's living the life of his dad. 
And now he knows why his father 
was never around when he was 
growing up. 
"It was hard when he was growing 
up because he didn't see me as much 
as he wanted to see me," the elder 
Griffey said. 
"He didn't understand why I was gone 
all the time. Now he understands." 
That's probably the most important 
thing I'm getting out of this because 
he's starting to understand exactly 
what his dad went through, why his 
dad was doing certain things in order 
to make a living." 
Griffey Sr. is a strapping 40-year-
old who earned his first Player of the 
Week honors in his 18-year career 
last week when he batted .632 (12-
for-19) with a home run and seven 
RBI. 
However, he becomes an enchant-
ing host when talking about his favor-
ite subject — Griffey Jr. 
He sits back in his chair and looks 
up, trying to draw back the memories 
of when his son was between the ages 
of three and six. 
His expression becomes serious 
when he thinks of the times his son 
cried. "There was a time when my 
wife couldn't even tell him that she 
was taking me to the airport," Griffey 
said. "If he heard 'airplane,' he would 
start crying. 
WANTED 
Classified Ads 
If you have: 
• i tems to sell 
• items to buy 
•announcements 
•employment opportunit ies 
advertise in The Liberty Champion. 
Classifieds only: 
$2 for 15 words or less and 
100 for each additional word 
Contact The Liberty Champion, 
at 582-2471 orDH109 
For a long time, if you said any-
thing about an airplane, he always 
thought the airplane was taking his 
dad away. So we had to be careful 
about saying 'airplane.' He didn't 
understand why his dad had to go 
away all the time, and he thought it 
was because of him, but it wasn't It 
was just my job, and he's seeing it 
now." 
Dad playing left, son playing cen-
ter. Dad batting second, son batting 
third. But that was only the begin-
ning. Griffey Jr., 20, has established 
himself as one of the better players in 
the league. 
But Griffey Sr., a top player for 
years, was batting only .204 with 
Cincinnati when he was given his 
release. 
When he came to Seattie, however, 
dad began playing like a young man 
— or like his son. He has 14 hits in 29 
at-bats (.483), including a three-run 
home run off Cy Young Award candi-
date Bob Welch of the Oakland A's 
last week in the Kingdome. The crowd 
rose to their feet and applauded. 
Griffey Sr. stepped out and waved a 
short wave. 
It's as if dad has turned back the 
clock and once again is the role model 
for the son. 
"It's has nothing to do with that," 
Griffey Sr. admonished. 
"It has to do with being a profes-
sional athlete. When you come to a 
ballclub where you get the opportu-
nity to play and you get the at-bats 
necessary to try to get your timing 
back, to get your confidence level 
back, you know exactly what you can 
do. I'm not trying to show him I'm 
being a role model. It's just the fact 
I'm here, I'm playing more than I 
played over there in Cincinnati, and 
I'm just getting the opportunity. If I 
had the opportunity in Cincinnati, I 
could have done the same thing." 
No, he's not a role model. He's just 
a person living out a fantasy. 
"I never envisioned this," the Sr. 
said. "The whole thing has been kind 
of a dream to me because I didn't an-
ticipate him being here while I'm still 
playing. That's the biggest thing." 
And then he smiles. 
Female Students 
Room For Rent 
$225.00 a month 
All utilities Paid. 
Timberlake Rd. 
For more information 
Call 525-1938 or 237-0699 
ask for Betty. 
Available Immediately. 
(^  A. J. Tanning 
Sun Bed 12,000 
• Europe's High Tech Tan is Here 
• 7 minutes = 1 day of Sun 
• only 20 in U.S. (1 in Va.) 
A, J; TANNING 
2486 Rivermont Ave. Suite 102 Lower Level 
Ladies Wear [ FREE n 
• B u g l e B o y » O P |Bottle of Tanning Lotion 
T T J r» • J i *.i_ i 1 Tanning Bed Session 
•Hand Painted clothes'
 t0 the first 50 customers 
Sanitized Beds I we^oi , 
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Game Four 
vs. 
Liberty 
(3-0) 
Morehead St. 
(1-2) 
Tolsma heads women's cross country 
On Deck: Morehead State University 
When: Sept. 22,1990,6 p.m. 
Where: Liberty University Stadium (LU campus) 
Series: Liberty leads 4-2 
Coaches: Liberty, Sam Rutigliano (2nd year, 10-3) 
Morehead State, Cole Proctor (1st year, 0-0) 
Analysis: Liberty's 35-22 victory over a solid Southwest Texas State team 
should get the attention of the Division 1-AA Top 20 polls and give the 
Flames even more momentum against Morehead State. 
Sophomore quarterback Robbie Justino (17 of 28 for 334 yards, Saturday) 
looks more and more comfortable with each snap, and the potent Liberty 
aerial attack has added a new weapon: tight end Mark Thomas. Thomas, 
a 6-2, 227-pound junior from Chesapeake, Va., waited silently on the 
Flames' bench for three years, watching the one-man wrecking crew, Eric 
Green. 
Green is now a Pittsburgh Steeler and Thomas has filled the void nicely. 
In three games Thomas has hauled in 11 passes for 182 yards ranking him 
third on the team in reception yardage behind L.G. Parrish and Pat Nelson. 
Against Morehead State the Flames' defense should see a much different 
look than the past two weeks in which James Madison and Southwest Texas 
State relied solely on the running game. Morehead State runs a wishbone 
offense but still relies on the passing game. 
The Eagles are led by senior passing machine Chris S wartz who threw for 
an incredible 2,591 yards and 17 touchdowns last year. Swam owns 11 
MSU passing records (don't forget that NY Giants star Phil Simms went to 
Morehead State) and has thrown for more than 6,500 yards in his collegiate 
career. 
Last year in Morehead, Ky., Swartz burned the Flames for 326 yards in 
the air, but Liberty still crushed the Eagles, 34-14, as former LU tailback 
Charles McCray rushed for 124 yards on 22 carries. 
This year, the Flames' running game has been virtually non-existent as 
LU coach Sam Rutigliano has shown a reluctance to run the ball behind a 
talented, but inexperienced offensive line. Tailback Leroy Kinard (43 
carries, 165 yards) has shouldered most of the rushing load, but the Flames 
have yet to rush for more than 52 net yards in a game. 
Morehead State presents a tough test for the Flames defensive secondary, 
but as an entire unit the Eagles don't compare to Liberty. The Flames win 
in a walkover. K.B. 
By KEVIN COCKRAN 
Champion Reporter 
Men's track coach Brant Tolsma 
has been named head coach of the 
women' s cross-country team, succeed-
ing the late Ron Hopkins. 
The vacancy was left when Hopkins 
died of a heart attack Aug. 23 while 
running with two new recruits for the 
team. 
Athletic Director Chuck Burch said 
his primary objective in selecting a 
coach for the position was to continue 
the progress of the women's track 
teams. 
The girls on the team had been very 
concerned about the selection. Some 
came directly to Burch to express their 
concerns. Burch said he wanted to 
Thomas-
Continued from page 7 
deepest drive comes from within. 
At the age of eight, Kim invited 
the Lord into her heart, and she still 
desires to know Him better every 
day. Her spiritual goal right now is 
to become a humble person before 
God and learn to serve Him the best 
she can. 
She commented that there is al-
locate the most respected and experi-
enced individual. 
After interviewing all of the track 
coaches and members of the women's 
teams, it was evident that Tolsma was 
held in the highest regard. Burch was 
confident that Tolsma had plenty of 
experience as head coach for both 
men and women's track at Campbell 
University in North Carolina. 
To allow Tolsma more time for 
his new responsibilies, his physical 
education class hours were cut in half. 
In addition, he was assigned assistant 
Deleatha Quarrels. 
Tolsma feels prepared to take on 
his new responsibilities. He expected 
his main difficulty would be keeping 
the same level of dedication to both 
the men's and women's teams. 
Another plus for Tolsma is that he 
has become better acquainted with the 
girls on the team by working with them 
during the past year. 
Tolsma felt that the Lord had a defi-
nite influence on his choice. "I recog-
nize that the Lord must have been pre-
paring my heart for this," Tolsma said. 
Cross-country runner Esther Mills 
said that the team felt "assured" of 
Tolsma's ability and by his efforts to 
keep Coach Hopkins' desire to win 
alive. 
Hopkins influenced Tolsma. Tolsma 
admired Hopkins' organization and 
his high expectations. Hopkins al-
ways expected nothing but the best 
from his runners. Not only did he want 
to win, he expected it. 
What Tolsma admired mostabout 
Hopkins, though, was his constant 
optimism. "He had the ability to be 
very optimistic, even in the face of 
a pessimistic situation," Tolsma 
said. 
Tolsma appears confident of 
himself and the team, "I expect to 
see a lot of progress, continually," 
Tolsma claimed. 
By continuing the progress of the 
women's track teams, Tolsma said 
he was "helping to fulfill" Dr. Jerry 
Falwell's goal of Liberty Univer-
sity becoming a leading college 
athletic power in America. 
The women's cross-country team 
has its first meet Sept. 22 at Navy. 
Too many freshmen! 
ways room for improvement spiritu-
ally. 
Kelly remarked, "In my opinion, the 
Lady Flames volleyball team consists 
of the finest group of girls on this 
campus". 
With Kim Thomas as a driving force 
on the team, the team is on its way to 
an exciting and successful season. 
Youth dominate men's cross country 
By TIM SEARS 
Champion Reporter 
Math professor and cross country 
coach Jake Matthes has four prob-
lems to solve this fall. The problems 
are Dave McCombs, Bill Kahn, Geof 
Elijah and Mark Szkolnik. With the 
addition of these four new students as 
well as the other recruits, Matthes 
must figure out what to do with all the 
freshmen. 
However, this is a problem Matthes 
is glad to have. 
The cause of this dilemma is easy 
to locate. "It is because of the new 
track." Matthes said. "Last year was 
the first year to really recruit." 
The coach has found a temporary 
solution for the extra freshmen. For 
the first two meets the freshmen and 
the upperclassmen will travel to dif-
ferent meets. After that, team mem-
bers will be fighting for the right to 
travel and make the top seven. (In 
cross country only the top seven run-
ners can figure into the team scoring.) 
"It will be a dog fight," junior Brett 
Honeycutt said. 
"Nobody is sure who the top seven 
will be. It will change from meet to 
meet," junior Brent Squires added. 
The four freshmen who are respon-
sible for this logjam of talent have 
many common factors. They are all 
dedicated runners who already have 
experience. 
In addition, two of the runners went 
to the same high school: Both Bill 
Kahn and Mark Szkolnik graduated 
from Cicero North Syracuse High 
School. 
Kahn has already left his mark on 
the running world by reaching the 
Kinney National finals. He also fin-
ished third in the state. In the Empire 
StateGames, Kahn received two gold 
medals in the 5K and the 10K race. 
Szkolnik has impressive creden-
tials of his own. Hecanboasta 15:18 
time in the 5K, and he also went to 
the Empire State Games as a junior 
andrana4:05inthe 1500 meter race. 
Dave McCombs represents the 
commitment these new LU athletes 
have to running. During the summer 
McCombs averaged more than 70 
miles a week in training. He spent 
two weeks of his summer in ROTC 
in Rhode Island. McCombs finished 
the summer by running a 10K in 
32:04. 
Another addition to the team is 
transfer student Geof Elijah. Elijah 
is originally from Shorter College. 
He was named Metro Atlanta Man of 
the Year. His best time include a 
15:56 5K and 26:42 5-mile. 
Local boys Donnie McFarland and 
Dan Spearin of Rustburg will add plenty 
of depth to the team. Spearin is the son 
of LU's directorof campus computing, 
Fred Spearin. Other freshmen or new 
students expected to make significant 
contributions are Christian Banu, Neil 
Sawyer and Timothy Scott. 
Matthes has high expectations for 
his new recruits, but he will rely on up-
perclassmen for leadership. Matthes 
said: "Never count out old Michael 
Shupe. He will give most of the devo-
tions. He can take the hard workouts, 
and he should run under 31 minutes in 
the lOK." 
With Shupe leading the way and the 
promise of the freshmen, Matthes has 
set high goals for the team. He would 
like to see the top five runners finish 
below 32 minutes in the 10K. He wants 
to place in the top five in the state and 
finish in the top lOin the nation. Matthes 
would also like to win the Liberty 
Invitational on Oct. 20. This invita-
tional marks the first time Liberty has 
held a cross country meet at LU since 
1986. Matthes also said that LU has 
never lost a Liberty Invitational in cross 
country. 
The coach feels that good sound train-
ing and a lack of serious injuries will 
help the team achieve these goals. 
He expects nothing but improve-
ment because he said, 'The talent is 
there." 
The cross country schedule is as fol-
lows: 
Sept. 22 UVA Invitational 
Sept. 22 Malone Invitational 
Sept. 29 William & Mary 
Invitational 
Oct 13 State meet at William 
& Mary 
Oct 20 LU Invitational 
Nov. 3 Kent State Invitational 
Nov. 10 NCAA District 
Nov. 19 NCAA Nationals 
Cross Country 
team runs at 
ODU 
By TIM SEARS 
Champion Importer 
Bill Kahn led the men's cross 
country teamin the ODU Invita-
tional, finishing fifth overall in the 
five-mile race. 
Brent Squires and Tim Scott also 
had impressive performances. 
Individual times were as 
follows:Kahn-26:53; Squires-28:23; 
Szkolnik-29:03; Scott-29:44. 
HERE'S WHY 
THE SMART MONEY AT 
LIBERTY UMVERS1TY 
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF 
AS F Irffi FUTURE DEPENDED ON E 
Because it does. Smart investors know that your future depends on how well your retirement system 
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the 
premier retirement system for people 
in education and research for over 70 
years. We have enabled over 200,000 
people like you to enjoy a comfortable 
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more 
are now planning for the future with 
TIAA-CREF. 
SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY, 
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR 
RETIREMENT SAVINGS. 
Security—so the resources are there 
when it is time to retire. Growth—so 
you'll have enough income for the 
kind of retirement you want. And 
diversity—to help protect you against 
market volatility and to let you benefit 
from several types of investments. 
THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET 
WITH TIAA-CREF. 
TIAA offers you the safety of a 
traditional annuity that guarantees 
your principal plus a specified rate of 
interest, and provides for additional 
growth through dividends. CREF's 
variable annuity offers opportunities 
for growth through four different 
investment accounts, each managed 
with the long-term perspective essen-
tial to sound retirement planning: 
The CREF Stock Account 
The CREF Money Market Account 
The CREF Bond Market Account* 
The CREF Social Choice Account* 
CALL 1-800-842-2776 
TO FIND OUT MORE 
Our experienced retirement counselors 
will be happy to answer your questions 
and tell you more about retirement 
annuities from TIAA-CREF. 
Experience. Performance. Strength. 
Your future is protected by the largest 
private retirement system in the world. 
We have done so well, for so many, for 
so long, that we currently manage 
some $85 billion in assets. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it." 
* The CREF Bund Market and Social Choice Accounts may nul be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are 
available lor all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans. 
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a 
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. 
Make 
Headlines 
Join The Liberty Champion 
If you like to have 
fun, meet new 
people, contribute 
to student life or 
just want to see 
your name in print, 
apply for one of 
these positions: 
*Writers / Reporters 
* Photographers 
'Cartoonists 
'Artists 
*Humor Columnists 
'Production Manager 
If interested, contact 
The Liberty Champion 
Editor Kevin Bloye at 
582-2128 or 
stop by Demoss 109. 
